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CDC RECOMMENDED QUESTIONNAIRE FOR BUILDING RE-ENTRY
We at Galaxy are constantly looking to provide tools needed in
response to the ever-changing business climate as it relates to
COVID-19. We are proud to release our latest offering that follows
the recent CDC (Center for Disease Control) questions for employees
returning to work. This web-based application covers the standard
questions but also allows for custom questions to be inserted. Access
control can be disabled within System Galaxy and would require a
valid questionnaire response before entry is allowed in the facility.
The goal is to have an employee complete this questionnaire on a
predetermined schedule, most common is daily. Failure to submit or
by answering in an acceptable manner would alert the staff to seek
further guidance from a supervisor. The use of this application is
free to all existing Galaxy end users. Please contact Galaxy for more
information.

PORTABLE

This operational setup requires
all employees and visitors to pass
through a screening area, such as
a check-in tent, before entering.

ACCESS CONTROL

ENFORCEMENT

1. Temperatures of those screened will be taken & recorded. Cardholders/visitors with elevated temperatures
will not be allowed access into the facility.
2. Those that are pass screening will have free access according to their assigned access group(s).
3. At midnight, all cardholders who were allowed access that day will be reset to ‘Unknown Status’ thereby
forcing another screening to enter the following day using the same procedure.
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TECH TIPS
Ransomware Threat Sometimes a Backup is not enough.
In a ransomeware attack malicious code is inserted onto a network. When executed, it changes passwords and encrypts files
rendering systems unusable. Even backup files might become useless. Consider offering an off-site backup option.
New process for up/downloading database files.
Galaxy is introducing a new process for uploading and retrieving database files to further increase the security. The process begins
the same as always by getting an RMA number from Galaxy Technical Support and naming the files to be uploaded using the
RMA number. The requester will receive an email with instructions and a password that will allow access to the upload site. When
the database work is finished, we will place the files in a folder named “Completed” that can be accessed using the same secure
method.
Note on installing with EPI
As of SG version 11.3, we are no longer automatically installing EPI since most sites do not use it. For sites that still do, the installer
has created an SG_For_EPI folder. The files in this folder must be moved to the main System Galaxy folder. Make a shortcut from the
new System Galaxy executable file to replace the one on the computer Desktop. Also run the Setup executable in the EPI Builder
Run-Time directory.
AC Fail/Low Battery/Tamper Messages The 635 CPU has terminals for AC Failure, Low Battery, and Tamper circuits. From the
Factory, only the Tamper is connected to the Tamper Switch on the controller enclosure. An Open circuit will cause an AC Fail & Low
Battery message whenever the CPU is reset or loses power. New CPU boards are shipping with jumpers completing the AC Fail and
Low Battery circuits, but older boards do not.
Coming Soon – System Galaxy 11.6
Upgraded SQL Server Express install from 2014 to 2019 o This eliminates installation on OS prior to Windows 10 and Windows
Server 2016
Latest flash has enhanced Denial of Service DOS attack protection.
New Enhanced Configuration Tool for 635 CPU boards
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